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Existing Facilities
Quincy Municipal Airport is served by one runway, Runway 14/32, 2,684 feet long and 75 feet
wide. The runway is asphalt and in good condition. Volunteers, one paid airport administrator,
and one small general aviation terminal serve the airport. There are no taxiways. The runway
is equipped with low intensity runway lights. The airport has a single GPS or VOR/DME
approach.
The airport has an 800 square foot general aviation terminal building. There are 12 parking
spaces for automobiles. The aircraft parking ramp is quite large, but it is grass and has
approximately 5 tie-down spaces. There is a self-serve fueling point for the aircraft.

Current and Forecast Demand
GENERAL AVIATION
Quincy Municipal Airport serves the basic needs of general aviation. The largest plane that
uses the airport is a Piper Seminole. There are 52 modern enclosed hangars, a 12-unit shed
hangar, and one stand alone hangar. As of the 2008 FDOT inspection, there are 65 based
aircraft located on the airport. Five tie-downs are available for transient aircraft. The airport
plans to add more T-hangars and a large maintenance hangar in the future. The current Airport
Reference Code (ARC) as defined by the FAA Circular 150/5300-13 for the airport is unknown.
The airport has no aviation training that is connected to any local colleges, universities, or
technical schools. Historic and forecast FDOT aviation activity information on file for the Quincy
Municipal Airport follows:
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6,558
N/A
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N/A
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7,614
N/A
N/A

Source: FDOT Aviation Office.

COMMUNITY SERVICES
In its current role, the airport focuses primarily on serving general aviation aircraft. It presently
supports some flight training, sport/recreational flying, and visiting aircraft stopping over for fuel.
Some business flights also use the airport but comprise a small percentage of the overall
operations. The airport could attract more flight training and recreational flights and could
support Very Light Jet (VLJ) operations. The airport’s future role is limited by manmade factors
and environmental factors. The airport does not report any community relations issues or
financial factors that will limit its future system role of growth. The airport sees itself
experiencing some growth in the future. The airport’s vision for its future is to provide a firstclass airport for based flight schools, more business traffic, light jets, and better maintenance
facilities.
Flight training is a component of this airport’s general aviation activity. Roughly 20 percent of
the airport’s annual operations are related to flight training. Corporate and business users
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account for another 20 percent of the annual operations at this general aviation airport. There
are three corporate based aircraft on the airfield at this time.
The airport also attracts a small number of transient or visiting aircraft, with approximately 30
percent of its business originating from transient users. Recreational flying activity accounts for
a large percent of the airport’s annual operations. The airport does not have any based military
aircraft, nor does it accommodate any military operations.

OTHER AIRPORT CHARACTERISTICS
The airport had its most recent master plan completed in 1989 and completed an airport layout
plan in 2001, with the first update being completed in 2003. Currently the airport is preparing an
extensive update to the ALP which should be completed by the end of 2011. As part of its
process to plan for near term and longer term development needs, the airport has identified the
following three initiatives as being needed in the near term:
•
•
•

Acquire 33 acres of land.
Extend runway to 3,700 feet.
Build a parallel taxiway and taxiway to hangars and ramp.

CURRENT AND FUTURE SYSTEM SERVICE REQUIREMENTS / RECOMMENDATIONS
The airport is somewhat limited by its short runway and limited acreage. The airport would like
to increase its flight training operations and attract jet traffic. The facilities are best suited to
serving flight training and recreational aviation. It has a limited ability to attract business traffic
and no chance of attracting jet traffic without extending its runway.
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